D-221
Oak Grove Methodist Church, (Golden Hill Methodist Episcopal
(M. E.) Church South)
Architectural Survey File
This is the architectural survey file for this MIHP record. The survey file is organized reversechronological (that is, with the latest material on top). It contains all MIHP inventory forms, National
Register nomination forms, determinations of eligibility (DOE) forms, and accompanying documentation
such as photographs and maps.
Users should be aware that additional undigitized material about this property may be found in on-site
architectural reports, copies of HABS/HAER or other documentation, drawings, and the “vertical files” at
the MHT Library in Crownsville. The vertical files may include newspaper clippings, field notes, draft
versions of forms and architectural reports, photographs, maps, and drawings. Researchers who need a
thorough understanding of this property should plan to visit the MHT Library as part of their research
project; look at the MHT web site (mht.maryland.gov) for details about how to make an appointment.
All material is property of the Maryland Historical Trust.
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The Oak Grove Methodist Church is a diminutive frame chapel that stands in a grove of
trees not far from the Blackwater Wildlife Refuge north of the former crossroads village
of Golden Hill. Clearly influenced architecturally by Grace P. E. Church on Taylor's
Island, the Oak Grove church is a less elaborately executed Gothic Revival design with
the same steeply pitched gable roof, lancet windows and hexagonal gable end windows.
Rather than operating as traditional sash windows, the long lancet windows open by
turning on a center pivot.
The full history of this congregation has been obscured by the loss of records
and discontinuation of the membership, but it evidently started as a Methodist Episcopal
Church South. E. C. Hallman, in his history of peninsular Methodism, places the
construction of the chapel in 1892. According to the Lake, Griffing, and Stevenson
Atlas, published in 1877, a Methodist congregation worshipped at this site in an earlier
building. At some point during the early to mid twentieth century the name was changed
to Oak Grove M. E. Church. No longer used for weekly service, the site is maintained by
the Oak Grove Church Foundation.
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Prepare both a one paragraph summary and a comprehensive description of the resource and its various elements as it
exists today.

DESCRIPTION SUMMARY
The Oak Grove Methodist Church, also known as the Golden Hill Methodist Episcopal Church South,
stands on the east side of Smithville Road three-quarters of a mile north of the Golden Hill crossroads
in the Taylor' s Island Election District of Dorchester County, Maryland. Built in 1892, the single-story
gable roofed frame chapel is supported on a rebuilt brick pier foundation, and the exterior is clad with
plain weatherboard siding. The steeply pitched gable roof is covered with asphalt shingles. Inside, the
church has survived in pristine condition with few alterations since the late nineteenth century. The
church faces southwest with the gable roof oriented on a northeast/southwest axis.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Oak Grove Methodist Church, formerly the Golden Hill M. E. Church South, stands in a grove of
oak trees on the east side of Smithville Road approximately three-quarters of a mile north of the
Golden Hill crossroads in the Taylor' s Island Election District of Dorchester County. According to
Methodist Church records, the rectangular frame church was erected in 1892, and architectural finishes
agree with that date. Supported on a brick pier foundation, the exterior is clad with plain weatherboard
siding, and the very steep pitched roof is covered with asphalt shingles. The perimeter of the roof is
finished with an extended eave and sloped and enclosed soffits. At the base of the roof is a board drip
course.
The southwest (main) elevation is a symmetrical fa9ade with a center double door entrance and small
lancet windows to each side. The pointed arch entrance is fitted with original late nineteenth century
doors with heavy panel moldings framing the interior flat panels. To each side are small pointed arch
lancet windows with one pane surviving with etched glass. The windows are trimmed with a narrow
beaded edge surround. Fixed above the entrance is a pair of evenly spaced pointed arch lancet windows
fitted with eight pane windows. A boarded up hexagonal window is located in the upper gable.
The northwest and southeast side elevations are marked by three eight-pane pointed arch lancet
windows. Instead of sash windows, these eight-pane light pivot outward at the center when open.
The northeast (rear) wall is defined by a single story gable roofed apse with small six-pane lancet
windows to each side. The rear wall of the apse is a blind wall surface. Fixed above the apse is a
hexagonal window opening fitted with six pie-shaped ruby glass panes.
The church interior has survived relatively unchanged since the late nineteenth century with plastered
walls. Iron tie rods stretch laterally between the side walls. The altar is defined by a low turned baluster
handrail. A milkglass light hangs from the center tie rod. The plank pews are arranged in two blocks
on each side of a center aisle.
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SIGNIFICANCE SUMMARY
The Oak Grove Methodist Church is a diminutive frame chapel that stands in a grove of trees not far
from the Blackwater Wildlife Refuge north of the former crossroads village of Golden Hill. Clearly
influenced by Grace Protestant Episcopal Church on Taylor's Island, the Oak Grove Church is a less
elaborately executed Gothic Revival design with the same steeply pitched gable roof, lancet windows
and hexagonal gable end windows. Rather than operating as traditional sash windows, the narrow,
lancet windows open by turning on a center pivot.
HISTORY AND SUPPORT
The full history of this congregation has been obscured by the loss of records, but it evidently started
out as the Golden Hill M. E. Church South. E. C. Hallman, in his history of Methodism on the Eastern
Shore, places the construction of the building in 1892. 1 According to the Lake, Griffing, and Stevenson
Atlas published in 1877 a Methodist Episcopal congregation worshipped on this site in an earlier
structure.2 At some point during the mid twentieth century the name was changed to Oak Grove M. E.
Church. No longer used for regular services, the site is maintained by the Oak Grove Church
Foundation, Inc.

1

E. C. Hallman, The Garden of Methodism, Peninsula Annual Conference, p. 306.
John L. Graham, ed. The 1877 Atlases and Other Early Maps of the Eastern Shore of Maryland. Wicomico Bicentennial
Committee, p. 69.

2
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Verbal boundary description and justification

The metes and bounds of this property are coincidental with the current boundary of the lot.
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The Maryland Inventory of Historic Properties was officially created by an Act of the Maryland Legislature
to be found in the Annotated Code of Maryland , Article 41, Section 181 KA,
1974 supplement.
The survey and inventory are being prepared for information and record purposes only
and do not constitute any infringement of individual property rights.
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT~ •D ORIGINAL (If known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Standing in a grove of oak trees on the east side of
Smithville Road is a small frame late 19th century Methodist
Chapel. It is built on brick piers as many of the buildings
in the vicinity. The gable faces the road and it has a
center double door flanked by two narrow windows. Above
the door are two large windows and above them is a boarded
up hexagonal window. The "A" roof has a very steep pitch
and overhangs the structure by about a foot on each side.
On each wall are three windows, and like the door and windows,
mentioned above, have welsh arches and single sash which
pivot in the center. The walls are covered with weatherboard and have a projecting drip course at the base of the
walls. Like most Methodist chapels, there is a small projection or leanto out the back gable with windows on the
narrow side to light the table within.
The interior is presently being removed and stablized.
Otherwise, the church is in fine condition and is an attractive element in the wilds of the Dorchester swamps.
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Oak Grove is very similar to the main body of Grace
P.E. Church on Taylor's Island, devoid of the ornamentation which make Grace Church so outstanding. The chapel
is important not only because of its picturesque quality,
but also because of the handsome setting in the grove
of oak trees in an area which is mostly loblolly pine .
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